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Hi, Iʼm Andrew

Chief Operating Officer at Proton AI



Built for 
distributors,
by distributors.



Hi, Iʼm Rudy

Chief Fetching Officer at Proton AI



I promise todayʼs presentation wasnʼt 
written by ChatGPT



Todayʼs Agenda

→ Why AI is relevant for distributors

→ What is AI?

→ How to win with AI

→ Playbook for success



Why is AI relevant to me?



+$69B
Incremental revenue



35x
Increase in subscribers since launching personalization



5x
More app engagement than Apple Music



$13T
Anticipated global economic impact of AI by 2030



What is AI?



How humans learn

See examples Learn patterns Apply patterns



AI learns just like us (but with more examples)

See examples Learn patterns Apply patterns







AI is
better at very 
specific tasks 
and requires a 
lot more data.



AIʼs impact is exponential by design

With AI, incremental 
customers add value to all 

previous customers.
 

This means value 
accumulates exponentially, 
instead of logarithmically. 



Early Movers are expected to 
increase cash flow by 122%

Followers are expected to gain 
only 10%

Late adopters may lose 23%



Case Studies

How to Win with AI



Amazon generates 
35% of total sales
with AI-generated

product suggestions.



Uses AI-powered suggestions 
to help customers find the 
products they need, and to 
execute profitable up-sells 

and cross-sells.

In 2017, Chewy was acquired 
by PetSmart for $3.35 billion 
– the 2nd largest acquisition 
of an e-commerce business.



The results a $1B electrical 
distributor saw with AI:

$150k+
Annual 

incremental 
sales per rep

16%
Increase in 

average order 
value (AOV)

50%
Reduction in 
manual data 

entry



Deliver tailored customer experiences with Proton AI

EXAMPLE

“I noticed youʼre due to 
reorder towels – are you 
running low on those?”

Reps get AI-powered sales 
suggestions that are likely to 

convert to sales.

● Wallet Share
● Due-to-Reorder
● Switch-and-Save



Deliver tailored customer experiences with Proton AI

EXAMPLE

“Yes, the Anti-Fog solution is 
alcohol-free.”

Reps can answer customer 
questions on-the-fly with 

powerful search functionality.

Query your sell-sheets in 
seconds.



Deliver tailored customer experiences with Proton AI

EXAMPLE

“Weʼre out of the 50 lb carton 
but I can place a 25 lb order 

for you instead.”

When items go out of stock, 
reps can easily recommend 

alternatives, adding value and 
expertise instead of 

disappointing customers.



A look into the future

By 2025, 75% of B2B sales 
organizations will augment 
their sales playbook with 
an AI-guided selling 
solution.

Will yours be one of them?

Source: Gartner

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/gartner-predicts-75--of-b2b-sales-organizations-will-augment-tra


Win with AI

Playbook for Success



Three principles for success

Think big, 
start small

Set measurable 
targets

Align the
“Why”



Think 
big,
start 
small.

TARGET
GROUP

Roll out tech with a 
small subset of users.



Think 
big,
start 
small.

Outside 
SalesInside Sales

Customer 
Service eCommerce

Pick a pilot channel for 
your rollout.



Set 
measurable 
targets.

Stay close to the numbers

● How successful are upsell and 
cross-sell efforts?

● Is overall sales rep activity 
increasing?

● Are new sales reps ramping faster?
● Is customer satisfaction improving?



Align
the
why
with each 
team.

Team The “Why”
Inside & Outside Sales Increase commissions earned

Customer Service Enhance customer experience

Digital Increase online conversions

Company-wide goal: Increase sales



Summary
Why AI matters
AI is a major success driver for some of the most successful 
companies in the world

AI 101
Learns like humans, but needs a lot more data. Unlike other 
technologies, gets exponentially more valuable with scale.

How to deliver a tailored B2B buying experience 
with AI

Three principles for success
● Think big, start small
● Set measurable targets
● Align the “why”


